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The Six Steps to GROWTH 

When we embark on a new journey, like building a practice, we usually encounter things we don’t 

know how to do. We’ll probably face fears, find ways to overcome them to move forward and learn 

new skills in the process.  

Any journey where we’re required to do things outside of our comfort zone can be scary. Not 

knowing all the answers, or how to proceed is not comfortable for us adults. Feeling dumb or stupid 

is most unappealing. Many adults fear change and the “stupid” feeling so much, that they’d rather 

stay stuck where they are.  

I’d love to offer you a perspective I adopted a few years ago when I was writing my book about 

“saying no”.  

There are broadly three types of change.  

The ego-driven type where we want to reach a goal at all costs, no matter what it takes, no 

matter how unpleasant the journey. It’s all about the final outcome. 

The type of change that’s thrust upon us and where we don’t have much choice - like when 

we’re diagnosed with a long-term illness or a spouse dies. 

And then there’s the other type. The change we can embark on from a heart-space. Change, 

where we consciously choose to make the journey (and who we become along the way) the goal 

– and the end-result is a welcome and delightful side-benefit.  

The type of change where you get to grow and expand as a person - that provides the opportunity to 

expand and grow your reach and your impact on the world.  

As within, so without. 

Our confidence inspires our clients. When our clients feel and hear our passion and confidence in 

ourselves, our journey and our message – it inspires them to greater heights and to reach for those 

hidden resources they didn’t know they had.  

The business/practitioner journey (as you have probably experienced), can be strewn with 

challenges, delays, and figuring out how to get your business in front of the clients who need it.  

My invitation to you is to use your business journey to not only grow your reach, but also grow your 

identity, your personality, your belief in yourself, your abilities and skillsets. Use it consciously and 

focus on the journey itself to notice how far you’ve come, instead of seeing how far you might still 

be from the desired end-result. 
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Here’s the GROWTH system we’re going to work with: 
 

G – Goals 

Set your goal and do so in “technicolour”. We want to know what it will look like, feel like and sound 

like when we’ve reached our goal. Being clear on those details helps the subconscious mind to bring 

it to fruition. It also helps us to see opportunities along the way that we might otherwise have 

missed. 

R – Revisit, Revise and Review 

Revisit this goal often. Read it to yourself at least once a day. If you find you’re going off track, renew 

your commitment. It might also be necessary to revise the goal as circumstances in our lives don’t 

stay constant. Review it often, and change your goal if necessary. It’s YOUR goal, and it needs to fit in 

with your lifestyle and values! 

O – Overcome Obstacles 

We can be stopped by fear of criticism and rejection, procrastination, perfectionism, overwhelm, 

and many other roadblocks. Finding a way to clear the limiting beliefs and emotional obstacles is key 

to a joyful road filled with personal growth. Usually when we set goals we’ve not set before, all our 

limits jump out of the woodwork! Clearing them out with a technique like EFT, NLP or The Sedona 

Method will reap benefits far beyond building a practice! 

W – Wisdom 

Wisdom involves using our experiences to move forward in life with the benefit of “hindsight”. It 

also involves bringing LOVE into a situation. We can choose consciously to make wisdom a part of 

our business journey. Ask yourself these questions at the end of each week and month of your 

business activities: 

What have I learned? How can I use this in future? Where can I use this in another area of my life? 

How can I love myself through this journey? 

T – Techniques and Tools 

Sometimes we need techniques to clear out fears, sometimes we need new business tools (like 

software) and sometimes we need to learn new skills. When we learn new skills (like marketing), 

some fears can pop up again – like “My teacher said I’ll never get anywhere” or “I’m a slow learner” 

or “I’m just not a marketer!” Once again – can you see the value of learning a way to clearing out 

those inner limits so you can move ahead on this exciting journey to share your important message 

with the world? 
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H – Habits and Hallelujah! 

We often need to build new habits for a successful journey to a new goal. They can include doing 

one little thing to market your business, every single day. Or getting up one hour earlier than usual 

to update your website. Or getting up from your desk every hour, to stretch your muscles and drink 

a glass of water. The benefits of new habits will spill over to other areas of your life as well!  

And finally – we need to CELEBRATE (shout Hallelujah!) when we have small successes along the 

way. The journey becomes long and arduous if we don’t reward ourselves for small breakthroughs. 

There are reward-centres in our brain that need the feel-good ingredients to keep going on any long 

journey. Every time we celebrate and reward ourselves for a job well done (no matter that we’re not 

at the end yet), dopamine is released. Rewarding yourself often teaches your system that effort goes 

along with pleasure. And isn’t’ that “great feeling” part of why we’re striving for the end result 

anyway? Why wait for the end to feel good? 

May your business journey bring you healthy rewards not only in the form of happy clients – but also 

in the form of inner growth, and becoming the person you’ve always wanted to be! The one who can 

look back and say “My word, how I’ve grown! It’s been worthwhile!” 

 


